
THE ISSUE OF GANG ACTIVITY IN THE UNITED STATES

Good data are essential to addressing violent crime across the US. national data source on gang activity, the National
Youth Gang Survey. these criticisms, but a review of the evidence shows the issues are more complex.

Peter King, the committee's Republican chairman, said his staffers had recently traveled to El Salvador and
were informed by law agencies there that the gang's leaders were "frustrated that MS members in this country
are not violent enough" and wanted to send "more violent members" to the United States. For more
information regarding this issue, see: www. Claims that gang data are invalid and unreliable only embolden
critics. Based on the popular book by S. The gang was involved with drug dealing, home burglaries including
two involving rapes , assault and attempted murder. First, opponents of data-gathering say that gang
membership is not measured accurately. Gang attributes include violent behavior, group organization,
leadership, territory, recurrent interaction and use of symbolism. These data help the police solve gang-related
crimes and flag gang members who might benefit from social services. The first period of gang formation in
the United States took place in New York City, as this was the entry point for immigration. There is merit to
all of these criticisms, but a review of the evidence shows the issues are more complex. Gang members
account for a disproportionate share of crime and violence. In the aftermath of the riots, leaders of the Bloods
and the Crips announced a truce spearheaded by Compton's then mayor Walter R. What are gang databases
used for? The complexity and seriousness of the crimes committed by global crime groups pose a threat not
only to law enforcement but to democracy and legitimate economic development as well. The gang problem
was not viewed as exclusively juvenile since adults were involved in almost one-half of the youth gang-related
incidents. Gang membership is also associated with early sexual activity and illegal gun ownership. Five
percent or less of all gang homicides occurred in these areas annually. The officials made the comments
Thursday during a hearing on combatting transnational criminal organizations through information sharing.
Academic problems such as frustration due to low performance, low expectations, poor personal relationships
with teachers, and the presence of learning disabilities are all risk factors. The majority of gang members are
between 12 and 24 years of age, with the average age being 18, and male membership far exceeding that of
females. In , the Department of Justice ended funding for the only validated national data source on gang
activity, the National Youth Gang Survey. David Curry, et al. Maxson, Ph. Richardson, citing FBI
intelligence, confirmed the report. But a movement among criminal justice reformers may make that more
difficult. Gang umbrella organizations like the Folk Nation and People Nation have originated in prisons. Like
the Black Panthers , the Young Lords , and many other groups perceiving social injustices directed at their
ethnic group,[ citation needed ] the Latin Kings were broken as a movement. She said Houston area gangs
began to branch out to newer developments in the s. However, eliminating gang databases could make it even
more difficult to understand and respond to violence in communities. Other motivations include social status ,
intimidation by gang members, pressure from friends, family tradition , and the excitement of risk-taking.


